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ABSTRACT - This papel' addresses the problems of
mixed 1ú/Hco control and Hoc guaranteed cost control for
discrete-time uncertain linear systems. The uncertainty is
supposed to belong to convex bounded polyhedral domains,
with no extra assumptions as matching conclitions. First,
the set of all quadratic stabilizing state feedback gains, providing a prespecifieci í disturbance attenuation leveI, is described in terms of linear matrix inequalities. Then, the
mixeel H2/Hco robust control is achieveel via the minimization of a linear objective function, which turns out to be
an upper bounel to the H2 norm of the closed-Ioop transfer
function. The H co guaranteeel cost is globaliy achieved by
involving the I' uuper bounel into the minimization proceelure. The adopteel parameter space aliows the formulation
of associateel optimization proceelures with linear objective
functions uneler linear matrix inequalities constraints, assuring the algorithms gooel numerical behavior. Furthermore, aelditional constraints. for instance elecentralization,
can be easily incorporateel. Examples iliustrate the theoretical results.

tido para sistemas lineares incertos discretos no tempo.
A incerteza é suposta pertencente a domínios convexos
polieelrais, sem hipóteses elo tipo mafching conddions.
Primeiramente, o conjunto ele todos os ganhos ele realimentaçào de estado quaelraticamente estabilizantes e que
proporcionam um nível prescrito de atenuação -( é descrito
em termos ele desigualdaeles matriciais lineares. Então, o
problema ele controle robusto H2/H co é resolvido através da
minimizaçào de uma função objetivo linear, que é também
um limitante para a norma H2 da função de transferência
em malha fechada. O custo garantido H co é obtido de
maneira global. envolvendo-se o limitante -( no processo
de minimizaçào. O espaço de parámetros utilizado permite
a formulação de proceelimentos ele otimização com funções
objetivos lineares e restrições expressas em termos de elesigualdades matriciais lineares, assegurando o bom comportamento numérico elos algoritmos. Além disso, restrições
adicionais, como por exemplo a descentralização do controle, podem ser facilmente incorporadas. Os resultaelos
teóricos sào ilustrados através de exemplos.
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In recent years, the H'2 and/or the H co performance measures have appeareel as two of the most important objective
functions in optimal control design, for both continuoustime and discrete-time linear systems. Defineel in the time
domain as the Linear Quadratic Problem, H'2 control has
been exhaustively exploitecl during the sixties, with its optimal solution readily obtained from the associateel Riccati
equation. In (Doyle ef ai., 1989), the state space solutions
to stanclard H'2 and H co control problems for continuoustime linear systems have been posed in terms of Riccati
equations and, since then, a lot of work has been clone in-
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volving H z and/or H oo state feedback contro!.
Regarding discrete-time linear systems, in spite of the Hz
state feedback control being immediately derived from the
Linear Quadratic Problem and from the solution of its associated discrete-time Riccati equation, the mixed Hz/H oo
anel the optimal H oo control problems are more difficult to
solve. A Riccati equation based approach for discrete-time
H oo control can be founel in (Iglesias and Glover, 1991)
anel (Yaesh and Shaked, 1991) and references therein. Similar results, based on the discrete-time bounded real Lemma
and the strong solution to a discrete algebraic Riccati equation, are provided in (De Souza and Xie, 1992). Concerning the mixed Hz/H oo contraI problem, in (Haddad ei aI.,
1991) necessary conditions are derived in terms of coupled
Riccati-like equations. A very important result is provided
in (Kaminer ei aI., 1993), where the use of an appropriate matrix transformation, introduced in (Bernussou et aI.,
1989), allows the solution of the mixed Hz/H oo control
problem via convex optimization.
In fad, convexity has appeared as a major desirable property when numerical solutions are investigated and it plays
a crucial role for uncertain linear systems control design
(Boyd ei aI., 1994), (Geromel ei aI., 1991). A convex parameter space approach for quadratic stahilizability of uncertain systems is provieleel in (Geromel ei aI., 1991). in
both continuous-time and discrete-time cases. where the
uncertainty is consielereel to belong to convex bouneleel elomains. The aelopted formulation can also hanelle aelelitional
constraints as, for instance. decentralizeel contro!. As it
has been shown in (Geromel e1 aI., 1993) anel (Peres ei aI.,
1991), H z 01' H oo criteria can also be incorporateel to the
optimization procedure, as well as any other convex constraints, like robustness against actuator failure (Peres anel
Geromel, 1993).

feeelback control for discrete-time uncertain linear systems
by means of a convex optimization approach. Indeeel, the
objective function as well as the matrix constraints relateel with the problems are linear. anel the conditions proposeel are necessary and sufficient. In this sense, this papel' circumvents the nonlinearities anel the elrawbacks citeel
ahove. exteneling thus the results of (Geromel fi aI., 1994),
(Geromel ei aI, 1995), (Kaminer fi aI., 199:3). The uncertainty is supposed to belong to convex polyhedral elomains,
thus covering a general class of uncertain discrete-time systems, including interval matrices. Thanks to the adopted
formulation, aelelitional constraints can be easily in corporateei, as for instance robust decentralized state feedback
control oI' robustness against aetuator failure.
As another result, in case of precisely known systems, the
relationship between the results of (Kaminer ei aI., 1993)
and (Yaesh anel Shaked, 1991) is established. From the results of (Yaesh and Shaked, 1991), the solution of a Riccati
equation yielels a state feedback control guaranteeing a ~(
elisturbance attenuation leveI anel the minimization of a H z
upper bound. The same properties are assured by using
the convex approach of (Kaminer ei aI., 1993).
The papel' is organizeel as follows. Section 2 presents the
elefinitions and the basic results concerning Hz/1i oo norms,
Riccati equations and linear matrix inequalities. For a review on Hz/H oo control problems see, for instance, (Zhou
ei aI., 1995), anel for a survey on control elesign problems
through L.MIs (linear matrix inequalities). see (Boyel e1 ai.,
1994). Section 3 presents the main results, that is, the LMI
formulation for the guaranteed H oo anel mixeel Hz/H oo control problems; sedion 4 shows some examples, and the papel' is closed by a conclueling section.

2 - PRElIMINARIES
Concerning specifically uncertain discrete-time systems, the
existing results for mixeel Hz/H oo and H oo control follow
mainly two different ways. The first one is based on Riccatilike inequalities. The work of (De Souza f1 aI., 1993) proposes an H oo control synthesis baseei on the definition of
an auxiliary dynamic system, depending on a vedor of unknown parameters to be tuneel. The authors, however, do
not proviele a procedure for the choice of these parameters.
The second way is based on convex properties, that is, following the steps of (Bernussou fi aI., 1989) anel (Geromel fi
aI., 1991), the problems are restated in a convex programming framework. A convex approach to H oo anel mixed
Hz/H oo control of discrete-time uncertain systems in convex bounded domains is proposed, respectively, in (Geromel
ei aI., 1994) anel (Geromel ei aI., 1995), but an approximation had to be done to keep convexity, implying only
sufficient conelitions. The convex approach proposed in
(Kaminer ei aI., 1993) deals with necessary anel sufficient
conelitions for mixed Hz/H oo control anel, thanks to convexity, it could be easily extended to eleal with uncertain
systems, but the auxiliary cost as well as the matrix inequalities involved are highly nonlinear, implying numerical
elifficulties.

Let us consieler the following linear time-invariant eliscretetime system:

{

J~(k:+ 1)

Ar(k)

v.(k)
y( Á~)

Iü(l~)

C;r(k)

+ Bl'W(Á~) + Bzv(Á~)
(1 )

+ Dv(k)

where x(k) E ar n is the state, '1I.(k) E ar m is the control, w(k) E ar" is the disturbance vedor, Y(Á~) E ar"
is the controlleel output. Ali matrices are of appropriate anel known dimensions. The usual orthogonality hypothesis is maele (that is, C'D = O), anel D' D > O is
also assumeel. Associated with the linear system given in
(1), let us define augmented matrices F E ar(n+r)x(n+m),
R E ar(n+m)x(n+m), H E ar(n+m)x(n+r l , Q E ar(n+")x(n+,')
and SE ar(n+l')x(n+r)

F=[~ ~]

_[CIC
O

,R-

D?D]

(2)

~ ] S=[~ ~.]

(3)

This papel' addresses the problems of mixeelHz/H oo (minimizing an upper bounel to the H 2 norm) anel H oo state
114

The uncertainty is considered to only affed the pair
(A, B z ); that is, the matrix F belongs to a convex poly-
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heelral elomain D
D

~

N

N

{F : F

=L

the sequence that Y2 = Yco, that is, C 2 = C co , D 2
anel C 2 = CCO.

ç;F;

Çi 2:

o, L ç,;

i=1

= 1}

(4)

i=1

meaning that any feasible F can be written as an unknown convex combination of the N extreme matrices Fi.
'Í = 1·· ·N, where

BD i]
P,._[Ai
C
2

(5)

Clearly, N = 1 elescribes a precisely known plant. For an
arbitrary but fixeel F E D, elefining

C'cl ~ C

+ DI\.

K ~ { !\' E 8t",xn : Acl asympt. stable }
w("~)

Lelllllla 1: (Kaminer e1 ai., 1993) For a given l'
following statements are equivalent:

> O, the

a)

IICllco < ~l

b) There exists Y

= Y'

> O such that

(7)

( 17)

to y(k) is given

(8)
The 7i2-norm of the closeel-Ioop transfer function (8) is
given by

(9)
anel the 7i co -norm by

(10)
As is well known. the 7i 2-norm can be easily calculateel by

where L c is the controllability Gramian anel Lo is the observability Gramian, solutiom to the eliscrete Lyapunov
equations
(12)
AclLcA~z - L c + B 1B~ = O
A~zLoAcl - Lo

The eletermination of the 7i co -norm is numerically more
involved (Iglesias anel Glover. 1991), usually performeel
through a unidimensional search proceelure. A relationship
between an upper bounel to the 7i co -norm of a stable transfel' function anel a linear matrix inequality (LMI) is given
by the following Lemma (Kaminer e1 ai., 1993) (Lemmas 1
1.0.5 apply only for systems without uncertainty):

(6)

where !\' belongs to the set of alI stabilizing state feeelback
gains, i.e.

the closeel-loop transfer function from
by

D co

+ C;zCcz = O

(1:3 )

A similar result can be founel in (Yaesh anel Shakeel, 1991),
where Riccati-like equations are related to 7i co -norm upper
bounds, accoreling to the following Lemma.
Le1lll11.a 2: (Yaesh anel Shakeel. 1991) IICllco < ~l if anel
only if there exists a positive elefinite symmetric matrix P
such that

AclPA~z - P

+ PC;z (I + CczpC~Z)-1 CclP + ~1-2 B1B~ = O
(18)

The results stateel in Lemma 1 anel Lemma 2 can also be
founel in (De Souza anel Xie, 1992). Notice that an iterative proceelure caulel be stateel in oreler to eletermine the
7i co -norm of (8), elecreasing ~I anel testing for the existence
of the positive elefinite symmetric matrix Y satisfying the
conelitions of Lemma 1 01'. equivalelltly, P = P' > O such
that (18) holels. Of course, conditions of Lemmas 1 anel 2
are ineleeel the same, as shown in the following Lemma (the
proof is straightforwarel, thus being omitted).

respectively.
Different transfer functions, for the 7i2 anel 7i co norms,
coulel be consielereel. Defining two elifferent outputs

Lelllllla 3: Suppose P = P'

> O satisfying Lemma 2 exists.

Then,

Y2(k)
(14)

a) The symmetric positive definite matrix Y given by
,~.
1

anel accorelingly

C 2(.::) ~ ccldzl-AcI]-IB1, C co ('::) ~ Ccl2[zl-A c I]-I B1
(15)

= ~I 2 (P-I

o' C )-1
+ t-'cl
'cl

(19)

is such that

In this case, matrices F anel R shoulel be reelefineel
F- [

-

A

Cco

(16)

as well as Fi in equation (.5). AIl the results on section 3
remain valiel. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumeel in

+ AclYC~z

(,21 - Ccli"C~z)

-1

cclL4~z + B1B~

=

O

(20)

b) Any Y

y.

= Y'

>

O satisfying Lemma 1 is such that
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The above results are related to 7i 00 analysis of discretetime systems. In other words, they state the relationship
between a given ~( > O (an upper bound to the 7i oo -norm
of a stable transfer function) and the existence of a certain
positive definite matrix. Concerning"H oo control synthesis, references (Kaminer ei aI., 1993), (De Souza and Xie,
1992) and (Yaesh and Shaked, 1991) also present important results for precisely known systems. In (Kaminer ei
aI., 1993), using the matrix transformation introduced in
(Bernussou ei aI., 1989). they show that the mixed 7i2f7i oo
controI problem for discrete-time systems can be solved by
convex optimization. The next Lemma partially restates
their result:
Lemma 4: (Kaminer ei aI., 1993) Given a prespecified ~( >
O, there exists a stabilizing state feedback control gain J(
such that 1101100 < , if and only if there exist Y E ?R nxn ,
y = Y' > 0, and X E ?R mxn such that the following convex
inequality holds

X' ] F' + Q < [Y

°

In the affirmative case,

J(

~]

(21 )

TI

the closed-Ioop 7i2-norm can be minimized, thus assuring
mixeel 7i2f7i 00 contro!. Since the expressions are also convex on A and B 2 , an extension to handle uncertain systems
in convex and/or norm bounded elomains can also be provided. Notice also that, contrary to Lemma.5, in Lemma 4
there is no explicit depenelence of the control gain l,- on 11latrices li and B 2 . However, the nonlinearities in (21) involve
both Y anel X.
The aim of this paper is to solve the 7i2f1í. 00 control problem in the context of uncertain discrete-time systems in
convex boundeel domains using the optimization of linear
criteria under LMI constraints. Two problems are investigated: the 11linimization of an H2 upper bounel under
an "H oo disturbance attenuation constraint anel the optimal
H oo guaranteed cost contro!. First, the concept of quadratic
stabilizability with , disturbance attenuation is restated:
Defillition 1: An uncertain system is said to be quadratically stabilizable with 'Y > O disturbance attenuation if
there exist a control gain l{ anel a matrix lO = Y ' > O such
that

= XI'--l.

For comparison purposes, a result of (Yaesh and Shaked,
1991) based on discrete-time Riccati-like equation, is reproduced here:
Len:uua 5: (Yaesh and Shaked, 1991) Suppose the pair
(A, B 2 ) is completely controllable and (C, A) is completely
observable. Given a prespecified ., > O, there exists a stabilizing state feeelback controI gain A- E ?R mxn such that
1101100 < ~( if anel OI}ly if there exists a positive elefinite matrix P E ?R n xn satisfying the following Riccati-like equation

P=A'PA+~1-2PBl(I+_(-2B~PBd-lB~P-

- A' P B 2 (D' D

+ B~P B 2)-1 B~PA+C'C (22)

In the affirmative case, the control gain is given by

°]

(24)

.)

TI

holels for ali F E D (implying closeel-Ioop quadratic stability
and 1101100 < ~( for ali F E D).
The set of ali quaelratic stabilizing state feedback control
gains assuring , disturbance attenuation is denoteel by A·1.
Similarly to the continuous-time case, the quaelratic stal:Jlizability condition with a prespecified -( > O elisturbance
attenuation is stated in terms of the same J( and the same
Y = Y I > O holeling for ali feasi ble models F E ]). The
problems to be investigated are:
Problem 1: For a given -( > O, obtain l,- anel p' such that

(23)

With the results of Lemma .5 (Yaesh anel Shakeel, 1991),
the "H oo control of precisely known syste11ls can be achieved
by solving (22). For a fixeel ~(, the control gain l; also
guarantees an upper bound of the closeel-Ioop 7i2-norm.
However, in spite of equation (22) being easily soIved by
eigenvalue methoels (Yaesh and Shaked, 1991), the above
result can not be exteneled to eleal with uncertain systems.
As a matter offact, the control gain J( elepends explicitly on
matrices A anel B 2 , and equation (22) involves the matrix
P in highly nonlinear terms.
Note that the Riccati equation (22) can be obtaineel from
the optimality conelitions of min Tr{ B~ P B 1 } (~ 11011~) subject to a closed-Ioop condition - "dual" to (18) - assuring

p* =

min

{p

IIOII~

s p,

A- E

K~}

(2.5 )

For N = 1, the above problem reduces to the solution of
the mixed 7i 2/7i 00 control of precisely known systems. In
this particular case, a solution can be achieveel by using the
results of Lemma 5 (Yaesh anel Shaked, 1991) or by minimizing an appropriately chosen nonlinear (but convex) criterion over the set of (X, Y) satisfying Lemma 4 (Kaminer
ei aI., 1993). For uncertain systems, however, the upper
bounds must be satisfied for ali F E D.
Problem 2: Obtain l{ anel

,*

=

min

,'* such that

{~( :

J(

E

f(~ }

(26)

1101100 < -(o
Alternatively, in (Kaminer ei aI., 1993) it is shown that by
adequately choosing a convex criterion, an upper bound on
116

Again, in the case N = 1, the optimal 11. 00 control is
achieveel. It can be approximately solved by reducing the ,
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parameter and testing the existence of P = P' > o in (22).
From the numerical point of view, the difficulty in solving
(22) may be increaseel elue to the fact that ~l-~ is not explicitly bouneleel. A eliscussion about an upper bounel to
í-~ can be founel in (Geromel ei aI., 199.5).

To show the sufficiency, from equation (28), W partitioneel
as in (21) anel the definition of H, Q anel S, it follows for
ali i, i = 1 ... N

Alternatively, the optimal solution of (26) could be obtaineel using the convex properties of Lemma 4, by elefining
6 ~ ~l~ anel the convex problem min{ 6 : (21) holels with
l' = 1" > O} which can be adapted to cope with uncertain
matrices F E V. The main elifficulty of the above optimization problem stems from the nonlinearities involving
its variables (X, 1', 6).

[

["~.: ~i]

[~ ~

-

][

H:~][I

{!l'3

+ [BIOBf

0]+

O O

~] - ~l~ [ OO O]
I

<

O (32)

<O

(33)

After some algebraic manipulation:

3 - MAIN RESULTS
+B2iHl~WI-I)' (C+DIF~llTI-I)'

(Ai

In this section, Problems 1 and 2 are solveel. Note that
the results are stateel in terms of guaranteeel 7ú/7-i co cost,
i.e., for the uncertain case. In the case N = 1, the set 1C7:,
reeluces to the set of stabilizing gains assuring ~l elisturbanc~
attenuation.
First, a Theorem establishes the equivalence between I{ E
> O, anel the existence of a certain symmetric matrix W E ?Rin+m)xin+m) satisfying a set of linear
matrix inequalities. This matrix is partitioneel as
IC~, for a given ~l

+
+ [ ~i

]

[BIBf

O

[W3

O]
_[WO TI
?,]
O
I

{!ll~IVI-IVV~]

-

[Bbi

D']

for ali i, i = 1··· N. Since W 2: O with H'I > O, the
submatrix VV3 is such that Hl3 2: lq H··I- I I.F2 implying that,
with I{ = VV~I.VI-I

[

(27)

Acli ]
C
cI

Ir. I [ "cli
4'

C~f']
cl
+Q<

I
[HC
O

O ]
')

TI

(34)

with HCI E
positive elefinite. Then. the solution of
the mixed 7-i~/7-ico anel the 7{co guaranteeel cost control
problems is aelelresseel.

Finally. since (:34) is convex on .4,,{, (see (Geromel ei ai.,
1991)). from (24) the concl usion is that 1\' = Hl~ TFI- I E
1C2:" implying that IICllco < 'i for ali F E 'D. The Theorem
is proveel.

Theorem 6: Given ~r > O. system (1) is quaelratically stabilizable with ~l elisturbance attenuation if anel only if there
exists a symmetric positive semielefinite matrix }V partitioneel as in (27) such that

Baseei on the above Theorem, the set 1C7:, can be entirely
obtaineel from matrices }IV satisfying (28)~ Now, using this
resulto Problem 1 can be solveel by minimizing a linear criterion subject to linear matrix inequalities:

?R nxn

Fi W F: - H'W H + Q - í ~ S < O

Vi

= 1···N

(28)

where H, Q an eI Sare elefineel in (:3).
Proof: To prove the necessity. from Definition 1. there exist
I{ anel l' = 1" > O such that (for ali F E 'D)
A + B~I{ ] l' [(A
[ C + DI\'

+ B ~ l')'
\
Y

(C

+ DI{)'

TheoreIll 7: For
of the problem
p

=

~I ]

<O

Vi

with W
I

= 1· . ·1V

}

(35)

= W' > O partitioned as in (27), yields I{
such that

=

(29)
a)

implying the existence of the symmetric matrix given by
l'
W= [ I{1'

> O given. the global optima.1 solution

min{ T'r(RW) : FiWF/-H'WH+Q-'is<o,

T'Ff T.FI-

+Q- [ O
T

~l

IICllco < ~I

b) IICII~

<p

(30)
for ali feasible moelels F E 'D.

such that

FWF'-H'WH+Q--y 2 S<0

(31)

holels for ali feasible F. In particular, it also holels for the
extreme matrices Fi, i = 1 ... }Il, proving the necessity part
of the Theorem.

Proof: Part a) follows straightforwardly from Theorem 6.
Let us prove part b). By developing the linear criterion
given in (35), one gets
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which, since W 2: o <==? VV3 2: W~H'11TV2, yielels (using
the orthogonality conelition C' D = O)
TI' (RW)

2: TI' ((C + DHl~Hl1-1)TVdC + Dl'fl~Hl1-1)')

Equation (34), with I~-

(37)

= TIV~W1-1, implies

(38)

for ali 'i, i = 1,·· N. Since, for a fixeel F anel a given
contraI gain I~-, the 1í2 norm is given by (11 )-( 13), from the
above inequalities one can conduele that Hl1 > L c . Finally,
equation (37) yielels TI' (RW) > IIGII~ V F E D, for ali
W satisfying Theorem 6. Since p is the minimum value of
- TI' (RW) such that (28) holels, IIGlloo < ~r anel IIGII~ < P
for ali F E D. The Theorem is praveel.
Concerning the proposeel upper bounel to the 1í2 norm,
two situations neeel to be consielereel. In the same transfer
function case, the objective function assures the resulting
controller to be as dose as possible to the central 11 00 one.
For precisely known systems, this means that the gap goes
to zero as ~( ......,. ,X), increasing as ~( ~ ~(*. For uncertain
systems, the gap will be as small as possible but guaranteeing quaelratic stability with ~r' elisturbance attenuation.
If elifferent transfer functions are consielereel, as , ......,. ~(*
the central 11 00 controller may yielel better results or noto
Nevertheless, the upper bounel useel in the papel' yielels a
guaranteeel 112 cost in ali the cases.

b) In the case N

= 1, the optimal 1í

=

Several remarks are now pertinent. First at ali, the optimal 1íoo contraI anel the mixeel 112/11 00 control can be
solveel by using the results of Theorems 7 anel 8 via the
most powerful existing numerical methoels (Boyel ei ai.,
1994), (Gahinet anel Nemirovskii, 1994) since the criteria
are linear anel the constraints are linear matrix inequalities. Moreover, the upper bounel T can be explicitly involveel into the optimization proceelure, with no neeel of
iterative line searches, anel since ~( is a positive scalar, this
approach has no numerical problem regareling the upper
bounels for ~f: contrasting with the iterative application of
the results presenteei in (Yaesh anel Shakeel, 1991). Notice
also that, following the !ines of (Geromel ei ai., 1991), any
aelelitional convex constraint can be reaelily incorporateel to
the problems, yieleling for instance a elecentralizeel 1í 2/1íoo
state feeelback contraI 01' robustness against actuator failure
(Peres anel Geromel, 1993). A sufficient conelition for elecentralizeel state feeelback contraI can be obtaineel by simply
imposing to }V the structure
D

Now, let us turn our attention to Problem 2. The next
Theorem proposes a proceelure to jointIy optimize ~( > O
anel W satisfying Theorem 6, in oreler to achieve an 11 00
guaranteeel cost controI.

+Q -

with W = W' 2: O partitioneel as
W~ VV1- 1 is such that
a)
118

IIGlloo < -J8 for

8S < O, i
III

(27).

(40)

As a final remark: the above results can be vieweel as an
extension of the results presenteei in (Peres ei aI., 1991),
(Geromel ei ai., 1994) where the nonlinearities of equation (18) were circumventeel by an approximation, provieling only sufficient but convex conelitions.

4 - EXAMPLES
Following the icleas of (Geromel ei ai., 1991), a cutting
plane baseei algorithm has been implementeel in oreler to
solve problems 1 anel 2. The first example has been anaIyzeel in (Geromel ei ai.. 1994) anel also in a preliminary
version of (Yaesh anel Shakeel: 1991). The matrices are
0.9974
A=[ -0.1078

a~2,

1.1091

]

,

B~

-

= [ 0.0013
&22

]

&22 E [0.0270,0.0809]

[i ] C= [~

= 1 ... N}

(39)
Then, lo( =

H',-lD

Til"2D

where the subscript "Dl' elenotes a block eliagonal matrix
anel testing the conelitions of Theorems 6, 7 01' 8. If a solution is founel, 1\ == I\D = T'F~D W{15 is the elecentralizeel
contraI gain. Notice that the above structural constraint
preserves the linearity of the proposeel solution.

Theorem 8: Define 8 ~ ,2 anel the linear problem
min { 8 : Fi W F! - H'W H

control is achieveel.

Proof: It follows elirectly from Theorem 6. Since the above
prablem is convex (as a matter of fact, it is linear), the
global optimal solution of problem (39) will be founel, meanJ8 reaches its lowest leveI.
ing that the upper bounel ~(

TV = [
With the results of Theorems 6 anel 7, the mixeel 112/11 00
controI problem can be solveel by means of powerful numerical praceelures with sure convergence towarels the global
optimal solution (Boyel ei aI., 1994), (Gahinet anel Nemirovskii, 1994) For instance, a cutting plane like algorithm
(baseei on the one proposeel in (GeromeI ei ai., 1991) has
been implementeel anel the numerical results will be shown
in the next section. Thanks to the linearity: the numerical behavior in both uncertain anel precisely known cases is
very gooel. For comparison purposes (see section 4), a Fibonacci search sequence has also been programmeel in oreler
to iteratively solve equation (22), using the eigenvalue elecomposition proposeel in (Yaesh anel Shakeel, 1991) along
with the upper bounel to ~r'-2 praposeel in (Geromel ei aI.:
1995). As a final remark: (35) obviously reeluces to the 1í2
guaranteeel cost control problem when ~f ~ 'x'. This can be
attesteel by verifying the equivalence, in this case, between
equations (34) anel (38).

00

~1]

,

D

=[~]

anel the nominal value for the uncertain parameters is 012 =
&22 = 0.0539. For the nominal plant, the solution of the
optimal11 oo state feeelback: l.e., Problem 2, yielels ~i* =
36.4438 elB anel

ali F E D.
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K

= [-37.2072

-22.5218]

Figure 1 shows the performance of the algorithm towards
the optimum (the first 5 iterations have been neglected). In
(Geromel ei aI., 1994) (only sufficient conditions) the same
example is solved, yielding ~I.:" f = 38.65 dB as the minimum
value (~ 6% greater). Using' a Fibonacci line search procedure, the results of Lemma 2 (Yaesh and Shaked, 1991)
and the upper bound to ~1-'2 = 0.0069 (see a discussion
we
concerning the upper bound in (Geromel ei aI., 1995
get

n.

EF

= [-:3'1.2072

lÊ'

-22.5218]

= 36.4438 dB

Notice that. within the numerical tolerance considered,
there exists no difference between the control gains nor between the optimal values of ~I. Now, in order to compare

calculated Hco-norm at the vertices Fi,
(dB values)
IIGF1llco

= 1···4, yields

= 49.7296

IIGF'2llco

IIGF311co = 46.2520,

IIGp411co = 46.:3043

showing that our guaranteed cost is very dose to the worst
case H co -nornl.
As a second example, a decentralizeel
considered. The data (the entries of
have been generated randomly, chosen
tribution with mean zero anel variance

4O,-------r-----.----.--------r----.---~--____,

dB

= 50.4289,

1

35

-0.7843
0.:3840
4 = [ 0.8395
0.4718

0.6101
0.4785
0.6206
-1.7705

=

-0.1091
[
-0.6700
-0.9889

control problem is
matrices A and B
from a normal disone) are

-0.3520
-0.226·5
1.:329:3
-1.6552

0609
-0.
-0.4703

1

0.26~5

0.6413

30

25

08 '3

20

B'2

15
10 '---1:':'0---::20,-----::3=-0---40~------=50,-----:'60=-----=70
0

2

1.0309
-0.0578
-0.8233
1.9561

1

itera.tions

and
Fig. 1 - Evolution of

~I'

the results of Lemma 2 (Yaesh and Shaked, 1991) with the
solution of Problem 1, ~I = 36.4450 dB has been imposec!
and the solution, using the results of this papel', is
5.9687
W

=[

-1~.0579

4.0668

-10.0579
25.6248
-202.7823

E = l'QlF1 1 = [-:37.1256

4.5668]
-202.782:3
4,390.1423

-22.4856], p = 72.9513 dB

B 1 = 14 , C'=

_ _ [0.529:3
}\Pl
O

The upper bound to the H'2-norm is also satisfied, since the
closed-loop H'2-norm calculated with 1\ is 1I Gil; = 72.8525
dB < p. A comparison with the sufficient conditions of
(Geromel fi aI., 1995) is not possible in this case, since
even with '( = 38 dB the procedure in (Geromel ei a.l.,
1995) fails to find a feasible solution.

To verify. according to Lemma 3. the equivalence between
the above numerical results, the solution of equation (18)
and the calculated }:-, using (19), are given respectively by
p _ [0.0020 -0.0272] i- = [ 5.9687 -10.0578 ]
-0.0272 0.9604'
-10.0578 25.6261
Note that Y practically coincides with the submatrix TtV1 ,
as expected. Finally, considering the whole uncertain domain, Problem 2 has been solved for N = 4 yielding the
guaranteed Hcv control gain

E

= [-56.4392

-23.0584],

,* =

0.2651
O

50.4415 dB

This result represents an improvement when compared with
the ones provided in (Geromel ei al., 1994), where the approximate convex solution gives ~I = 51.46 dB. Indeed, the

n D=[! ~ 1
0.4~ 75 -O.~648]

p = 42.:3845 elB
and the calculateel norms aTe
II Gllcx. = 23.0314 dB < T

-22.4845]

O
1
O
O

Problems 1 anel 2 have been solved consielering the additional structural constraint (40). Imposing I = 23.5218 elB,
the solution of Problem 1 gives

and using the results ofLemma.2 (Yaesh and Shaked, 1991)
1\1'5 = [-37.1242

[~

O
O
O
O

II GII~ = :3:).0176 elB < p

anel

The solution of the elecentralizec! H co control is
1\P'2 = [

0.5532
O
~/

0.2120
O

O
0.4192

O]
-0.78:36

= 22.961:3 e1B

yieleling II Gil; = :3:3.1066 dB and II Gll co = 22.6278 dB
< ~r*. Notice that, in the first case, the upper bounel to
the Hcv-norm is very dose to the optimal value, justifying
the gap between p anel the H'2-norm calculateel. If the H oo
constraint is relaxed, the problem tends to the decentralized
H'2 guaranteed control problem (Geromel ei aI., 199:3). Observe also that the sufficiency of the imposeel decentralized
structure may leael to larger gaps.

5 - CONCLUSION
The linear approach to the mixed H'J/H co and the H co control problems for discrete-time uncertain systems proposed
in this papel' has improved the existing results mainly in two
ways. First, from a theoretical point of view, the parameter space used here elescribes the problems in a simpie and
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direct style, keeping convexity (in fact., linearity) and allowing an immediate extension to handle uncertain convex
bounded domains and decentralized controI. The second
point is that, thanks to the adopted formulation, powerfuI numerical procedures can be used to solve the proposed
problems.
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